On 20\textsuperscript{th} July 2020 webinar on Aadi Paiittamum, Vitto Thoittamum was conducted by the Extension Program, RESCAPES for the benefits of College Students, Staff and Public. The resource person was Mr. JEGAN, Founder of ULVVAN TRUST, Meela Valadi village, Lalgudi Taluk, Tiruchrappalli District. 185 persons participated in YouTube HC FLAMINGO and Google Meet Application.

Mr. Jegan explained the students, staff and public about the importance and benefits of Aadi paiittam cultivation and uses of Viitto Thoittam (Garden at Home or Kitchen Garden) he explained the importance of organic manure, traditional cultivation and health benefits of traditional paddy. He shared the reason behind health secret of our ancestors. And explained the responsibility each citizens in protecting the nature and the importance of each and everyone in practicing organic agriculture.
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